Recent years have seen advances in building large Internet-scale index structures, generally known as structured overlays. Early structured overlays realized distributed hash tables (DHTs) which are ill suited for anything but exact queries. The need to support range queries necessitates systems that can handle uneven load distributions. However such systems suffer from practical problemsincluding poor latency, disproportionate bandwidth usage at participating peers, or unrealistic assumptions on peers' homogeneity, in terms of available storage or bandwidth resources. In this article we consider a system that is not only able to support uneven load distributions but also to operate in heterogeneous environments, where each peer can autonomously decide how much of its resources to contribute to the system. We provide the theoretical foundations of realizing such a network and present a newly proposed system Oscar based on these principles. Oscar can construct efficient overlays given arbitrary load distributions by employing a novel scalable network sampling technique. The simulations of our system validate the theory and evaluate Oscar's performance under typical challenges, encountered in real-life large-scale networked systems, including participant heterogeneity, faults, and skewed and dynamic load-distributions. Thus the Oscar distributed index fills in an important gap in the family of structured overlays, bringing into life a practical Internet-scale index, which can play a crucial role in enabling data-oriented applications distributed over wide-area networks.
INTRODUCTION
This decade has witnessed proliferation of the peer-to-peer paradigm in diverse application domains, where end users contribute and share various kinds of resources, including data and content. Ability to efficiently find resources in a large-scale networked and decentralized environment is an important ingredient enabling such systems. Structured overlays, for example, DHTs provide a distributed indexing mechanism, facilitating search in such environments.
To support portability and modularity, it is also essential to achieve network data independence [Hellerstein 2003 ]. This requires ensuring transparency of network layer issues at the application layer, like node heterogeneity, system churn, load balancing issues, and lack of global knowledge at individual peers.
Numerous structured overlay topologies, often emulating interconnection networks, have been proposed in the literature. Many of these, despite numerous apparent differences, are essentially special instances of a family of small-world networks, where decentralized greedy search algorithms can work efficiently. Kleinberg [2000] identified the family of such small-world networks that have polylogarithmic search path lengths when individual nodes maintain a constant amount of network information. Aspnes et al. [2002] and Giakkoupis and Hadzilacos [2007] introduced tighter lower bounds and showed that such Kleinbergian construction is indeed optimal for decentralized greedy routing algorithms.
The Kleinberg model is based on a multidimensional lattice space that has a notion of distance between two points in the lattice. The summary conclusion of Kleinberg's seminal work is that the family of graphs on which greedy decentralized routing could be used efficiently were those where each node established a link to another node with a probability inversely proportional to the distance between these two nodes raised to the power equal to the dimension of the lattice space. This network construction model is extremely relevant in the context of peer-to-peer overlay index structures. Most structured overlays have an underlying identifier space and rely only on local decisions for navigating the overlay based on the distance metric of the identifier space, thus a greedy algorithm is feasible and easy to implement without global knowledge or coordination.
To ease the network construction task and to effectively balance the data load, most structured peer-to-peer systems use uniform hash functions (like SHA-1 1 ) for assigning identifers to peers and resources (e.g., Chord [Stoica et al. 2001] , Symphony [Manku et al. 2003 ], etc). The usage of uniform hash functions ensures that load is uniformly randomly distributed over the keyspace, and thus by dividing the key-space and the associated load uniformly, randomly among the peers, load balancing among the peers can be achieved. Furthermore, it enables the utilization of simple and unambiguous neighbor selection protocols, which guarantee a balanced node degree at all peers.
The use of uniform hash functions, however, limits the use of data-oriented overlays to simple exact identifer lookup capabilities. More complex queries like, for example, similarity or range queries become extensively ineffective since uniform hash functions disperse otherwise correlated data over many different peers, thus making the access highly inefficient if not infeasible. Therefore, semantic data processing cannot be successfully tackled by conventional uniform hash function-based peer-to-peer systems.
Furthermore, practical scalable peer-to-peer systems need to take heterogeneity into account explicitly in the system's design. For data-oriented overlays, heterogeneity is encountered both because of the peculiarities of the environment as well as the application characteristics. Measurement studies [Stutzbach et al. 2005 ] of deployed peer-to-peer systems show heterogeneity arising because of either diverse availability of resources like storage, bandwidth, computation, and content at peers, or variation in individual willingness to contribute resources to the system, as well as software artifacts like default configurations. Thus, it becomes evident that uniform hash functions are rendered to be ineffective, facing the consequences of heterogeneous environments since under such circumstances data-oriented applications are inevitably characterized by a nonuniform distribution of keys over the key-space as well as skewed query or access patterns.
This implies that overlay networks have to be able to handle hash functions that produce nonuniform key distributions (e.g., order-preserving hashing). The design of such overlay networks has to take into account the resulting skewed key distributions and adapt the construction mechanisms accordingly, to distribute the load among peers in a judicious manner. That is not a straightforward task, particularly in the absence of global knowledge and coordination. Most contemporary structured peer-to-peer approaches avoid addressing these issues, instead wrongly relying on unrealistic uniformity assumptions on peers' capacity in terms of bandwidth consumption and storage capacities, which limits the practicality for realistic peer-to-peer environments. In this article we suggest the algorithms for constructing a routing-efficient overlay network based on scalable sampling strategy. We call the resulting system Oscar, which stands for overlay network built using scalable sampling of realistic distributions. The novelty in our approach is both in the fact that we explicitly account for peers' heterogeneity, as well as a scalable sampling mechanism, which provides adequate information with low overheads to create an efficient structured overlay. We provide a full analysis for the Oscar algorithms with analytical guarantees for the performance of the resulting networks. The analytical results are validated with simulations with realistic skewed workloads, heterogeneous peers, and network dynamics (churn). To our knowledge this is the first scalable sampling approach that has been proposed for construction and maintenance of structured overlay networks for nonuniform key distributions while coping with and exploiting peer heterogeneity.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we overview the main design principles of Oscar and its conceptual differences with the Mercury system [Bharambe et al. 2004] . In Section 3 we discuss the other related techniques and how Oscar compares to them. In Section 4 we recapitulate essential ideas from our previous work [Girdzijauskas et al. 2005 ]-namely the problem of dealing with skewed key spaces. We present the concept and the algorithms of the proposed Oscar system in Section 5. We evaluate the Oscar system in Section 6 based on rigorous simulations. We draw our conclusions in Section 7. We analyze the proposed mechanisms and algorithms in online Appendix A.
DEALING WITH A MULTITUDE OF HETEROGENEITY: THE DESIGN LANDSCAPE
Most structured overlay networks are instances of a Kleinbergian small-world graph. In such networks searches are usually performed by greedy routing, though other navigation techniques can also be implemented; for instance routing with "lookahead" [Manku et al. 2004] or "cautious greedy-routing" [Barbella et al. 2007 ]. In our previous work [Girdzijauskas et al. 2005] we showed how to build routing-efficient network topologies in the presence of nonuniform key distributions assuming the whole key distribution is known at every peer. Mercury [Bharambe et al. 2004 ] based its heuristic approach on a similar observation and proposed a structured overlay network that balances load among peers and attempts to construct a small-world graph-based overlay. For proper choice of long-range links Mercury needs to know about the key distribution. A simple sampling mechanism is employed in Mercury to approximately learn the global key distribution. However, the sampling technique that Mercury uses to determine the candidates for long-range links does not scale, given arbitrary load distributions that typically occur in practice. Mercury can deal with simple monotonous skewed distributions but the sampling technique is inadequate for real-world distributions, which are typically arbitrary and nonmonotonous (see Section 4). In our initial work on the Oscar system [Girdzijauskas et al. 2006] we showed that under realistic workloads, Mercury nodes suffer a large imbalance in in-degree, which results in both poor search performance as well as load-imbalance and congestion.
The problem of in-degree imbalance in Mercury arises because it uses an approximation of the global key distribution for constructing the network from a limited set of samples done uniformly on the key-space. Since it is not possible to achieve a good approximation of an arbitrary distribution with a limited number of samples, the resulting P2P networks have poor performance.
Our proposed Oscar overlay, however, enjoys all the benefits of systems that support complex nonuniform key distributions (like Mercury or P-Grid [Aberer 2001] ) and hence nonexact queries (e.g., range or similarity queries) but does not suffer from node in-degree imbalance, while exhibiting lookup performance comparable to traditional DHTs (which can only support exact queries).
Since Oscar builds the underlying network according to Kleinberg's smallworld construction principles, it gives peers complete autonomy to determine the size of the key-space partition it would be responsible for, based on either its storage or bandwidth constraints. The in and out-degrees of a peer can vary depending on peers' local and autonomous decisions, while still providing guarantees of efficient search globally. Because the links are chosen randomly, there are multiple options to choose from, so that the in-degree of a peer can also be easily adjusted, where individual peers refuse further connections based on a local decision. Such features of small-world approaches enable accommodating and exploiting peer heterogeneity-storage as well as bandwidth, while also dealing with heterogeneous workloads-skew in key distribution over the key-space as well as query frequency for the keys. Peers are free to choose the maximum amount of outgoing and incoming links locally, depending on their bandwidth budget to maintain the links as well as to cater to the query traffic, based on their locally perceived bandwidth or other constraints. Similarly, peers are free to choose the key-space to be responsible for. This may be based on their storage capacity and bandwidth constraints to answer the corresponding queries. Thus, the Oscar overlay is capable of dealing with both the heterogeneity observed in the network, particularly bandwidth and storage resource heterogeneity at peers, as well as nonuniformity observed in the workloads in data-oriented applications, particularly skewed key distributions as well as skewed access loads. Tables (DHTs) , for example Chord [Stoica et al. 2001] and Pastry [Rowstron and Druschel 2001] were originally proposed for efficient decentralized search and address-independent routing. Uniform hashing was used to generate keys, and a hash table distributed among the peers was used to store and efficiently locate these keys. One of the motivations to use uniform hashing in these early approaches was that load was distributed relatively uniformly on the key/identifier-space. Subsequent works [Manku et al. 2003; Hui et al. 2006] followed the same paradigm and provide only limited support for data-oriented applications, since uniform hashing prevented nonexact queries.
RELATED WORK

Distributed Hash
Such limitations of DHTs in supporting data-oriented applications spurred research on a next generation of order-preserving structured overlay networks. Preserving ordering relationships among keys is essential for data-oriented queries like approximate, range, similarity, and sky-line queries.
Preserving ordering relations can lead to skewed load distributions, in turn causing load imbalance at the peers. This led to a number of research efforts addressing this problem in various ways. Systems like CAN [Ratnasamy et al. 2001] , Mercury [Bharambe et al. 2004 ], M-Chord [Novak and Zezula 2006] , P-Grid , skip graphs [Aspnes and Shah 2003; Harvey et al. 2003 ] and derivatives [Aspnes et al. 2004; Ganesan et al. 2004; Guerraoui et al. 2006 ] looked into some subproblems, like addressing load-balance under nonuniform key distributions. These approaches usually assume uniformity of peers' capacity in terms of bandwidth consumption and storage capacity, which limits their practicality for realistic peer-to-peer environments. Most of these approaches also suffer from shortcomings with respect to essential properties of operation, for example, the search efficiency in terms of the number of overlay hops cannot be guaranteed in CAN for an arbitrary partitioning of the keyspace (zones). Storage-load balanced P-Grid may have highly imbalanced peer degrees. Skip graphs need to have O(log N ) level rings at each peer, where level ring neighbors are determined by a peer's membership vector and the existing skew in the system. Such a design omits the possibility of choosing routing table entries in a randomized manner. Therefore Skip graphs lack the flexibility provided by the truly randomized approaches (e.g., based on small-world construction principles like Mercury) and cannot address some of the heterogeneity issues, for example, different constraints on storage and bandwidth at each peer. M-Chord utilizes Chord [Stoica et al. 2001 ] structure as the underlying overlay and, similarly to Mercury, uses uniform sampling to discover the resource (object) distribution for the correct assignment of the peer keys. As we discussed, uniform sampling is inadequate in the presence of complex key distributions, and inevitable wrong estimates from such approaches lead to overlays with relatively poor performance. Oscar's strength is its scalable sampling technique even in the presence of arbitrary load skews, and using small-world principles to leverage the heterogeneity of available resourcesleading to the design of a system with superior performance under realistic workloads compared to all other existing systems.
PRELIMINARIES
Basic Concepts for Structured P2P. A structured overlay network consists of set of peers P (N = |P|) and set of resources R. There exists an identifier space I (usually on the unit interval I ∈ [0..1), e.g., Chord [Stoica et al. 2001] , Symphony [Manku et al. 2003 ]) and two mapping functions F P : P → I and F R : R → I (e.g., SHA-1). Thus, each peer p ∈ P and each resource r ∈ R is associated with some identifiers F P ( p) ∈ I and F R (r) ∈ I, respectively. There exists a distance function d I (u, v) , which indicates the distance between a peer u and a peer v in I. Each peer p has some short-range links ρ s ( p) ⊂ P and longrange links ρ l ( p) ⊂ P, which form a peer's routing table
There exists a global probability density function f characterizing how peer identifiers are distributed in I. Any resource r ∈ R in the P2P system can be located by issuing a query for F R (r). In structured P2P systems queries are usually routed in a greedy fashion-always choosing the link ρ ∈ ρ( p) that minimizes the distance to the target's identifier.
Complex Distributions. Using a uniform hash function F R (e.g., SHA-1) in data-oriented P2P applications is not adequate. It is necessary to deal with order-preserving hash functions, which produce skewed key distributions if the corresponding data distributions are skewed.
Let us assume a data-oriented P2P system, where the resources are identified and looked up by filenames. A widely used technique in P2P systems is the following: each peer p and each resource r has identifiers F P ( p) and F R (r) on a 1-dimensional ring I ∈ [0..1). Each peer is responsible for all the resources that map to the identifier range
, where the peer p succ is the successor of the peer p on the identifier ring I. We cannot use a uniform hash function such as SHA-1, since we want the function F R to preserve ordering relationships among the resource keys (e.g., enabling the straightforward use of range queries), F R (r i ) > F R (r j ) if and only if r i > r j . Such an order-preserving hash function will lead to a very skewed distribution of resource identifiers over the identifier ring I. For example, in Figure 1 we can see a distribution function of filename identifiers in I extracted from a Gnutella trace (dotted line) of 20,000 filenames crawled in 2002 versus a monotonous Zipf distribution with parameter α = 1 [Breslau et al. 1999; Zipf 1929] . Despite the complex skew of key distributions, we would like each peer p to be responsible for a fair (or equal) amount of resources and be storage-load balanced: |R p i | ≈ |R p j | for any i and j , where R p ⊂ R and ∀r ∈ R p F R (r) ∈ D( p). In this case the peer identifiers will have to reflect the distribution of resource identifiers. Hence the peer identifier distribution will have a similar shape as the resource identifier distribution. Since in general the resource identifier distributions are usually nonuniform and exhibit complex skews, the resulting peer identifier distribution will have to have a complex skew as well. Dealing with Skewed Spaces. The seminal work of Kleinberg [2000] proposes a "routing efficient" network on a uniform d -dimensional mesh. The follow-up works [Barrière et al. 2001; Manku et al. 2003 ] showed how to adapt the Kleinbergian network construction principles for P2P systems with uniform key distribution. In our previous work [Girdzijauskas et al. 2005] we showed that it is indeed possible to construct routing-efficient small-world networks in the 1-dimensional space even if the peers are nonuniformly distributed on the unit interval. For doing so, it was shown that a peer u has to choose a peer v as its long-range neighbor with a probability that is inversely proportional to the integral of the probability density function f between these two nodes,
However, it is nontrivial to apply this technique in practice because it requires at each peer, global knowledge about the data load in the system, hence the key distribution f . A simple approach to obtain the distribution is to randomly sample the network and get an approximation of the key distribution, for example, Mercury [Bharambe et al. 2004] . However, the real-world distributions can be totally arbitrary and the only sufficient approximation of the distribution would be gathering in a sample set the complete set of values which, of course, does not scale. In this article we show that Mercury (which uses random sampling) fails to build routing-efficient networks given arbitrary distribution functions. Moreover, we also show that it is not necessary to know the distribution function over the entire identifier space with uniform resolution-it is sufficient to learn well the distribution for only some regions of the identifier space while leaving other regions vaguely explored, making this the base idea of Oscar algorithms.
OSCAR OVERLAY
The Insight. According to the continuous Kleinberg approach [Barrière et al. 2001; Manku et al. 2003; Girdzijauskas et al. 2005 ] for construction of a routingefficient network in 1-dimensional space, each node u has to choose two shortrange neighbors and one or more long-range neighbors. Short-range neighbors of u are its immediate successor and predecessor on the unit ring. A peer u chooses its long-range neighbor v in the unit interval with the pdf g (x) = ) hops, where l is the number of long-range links at every peer. This means that a node u will tend to choose a long-range neighbor v from its close neighborhood, rether than from the farther away regions. The pdf g (x) according to which the neighbors are chosen also has one nice property when partitioned into equally spaced segments on the logarithmic scale (logarithmic partitions). That is, if we partition the identifier space into log 2 N partitions A 1 , A 2 , ..A log N , such that the distance between the peer u and any other peer v in A i is bounded by 2
, the peer v will have equal probability to be chosen from each of the resulting partitions (Figure 2 ). Indeed, the probability that v will be chosen by u in some interval A i is exactly 1 log N and does not depend on i:
In practice choosing nonuniformly at random, but according to some continuous pdf, is complicated. Thus, Equation (2) gives us an insight into how to modify a network construction algorithm, in which the neighbors will be chosen not directly by some continuous pdf g (x), but uniformly at random in certain regions derived from g (x). That is, if each peer u first chooses uniformly at random one logarithmic partition and then within that partition uniformly at random one peer v as a long-neighbor, then none of the pdf characteristics will be violated and all the desirable properties of the routing-efficient network will be preserved. Of course, this approach perfectly fits the case with uniform key-distributions. In such cases the partitions can be recalculated in advance at each peer. However, when assuming skewed key-spaces, it is not straightforward how to define logarithmic partitions, hence how to choose the long-range link.
Space Partitioning
In the case of uniformly distributed peer identifiers, the expected number of peers within some range of length d is actually equal to d · N , assuming a unit length identifier space. Thus the division of such an identifier space into a logarithmic (base-2) number of partitions is nothing but recursively halving the peer population. That means a peer u with identifier 0 (F P (u) = 0) will define the partition A 1 that will contain half of the peer population: all the peers with identifiers bigger than , and so on. This technique can be easily adapted to a case with any identifier skew, so Oscar uses this intuition in order to build its routing network in a simple and efficient manner. Instead of using the predefined borderlines between the logarithmic partitions we will use the median values of the exponentially decreasing peer populations. That is, an Oscar node u with an identifier u id has to partition the identifier space into logarithmic partitions A 1 , A 2 , ..A log 2 N . Each border between neighboring partitions is determined by a median value of the peer identifiers in the exponentially decreasing subsets of peer population-the border between A 1 and A 2 will be the median m 1 of the peer identifiers from the whole peer population P, the border between A 2 and A 3 will be the median m 2 of the identifiers from the subpopulation P \ A 1 and so on. In general the border value between A i and A i+1 will be the median m i of peer identifiers from the subpopulation P \ B i , where B i = ∪ and so on. Since in practice it is not possible to know the precise members of all the partitions, an Oscar node has to approximate the key range for each partition. For finding the median values, an Oscar node has to uniformly sample each subpopulation B i and determine the current median m i from the acquired sample set. The random sampling technique proposed by Mercury for sampling the whole population is employed. To sample the subsets of the population B i the Oscar nodes use random walkers that do not visit nodes with identifiers not belonging to the current population B i . Our simulation experiments show that such a technique yields very good results in practice even with very low sample sizes.
Oscar Technique
Here we introduce the basis of Oscar's technique-the long-range link acquiring procedure: each peer u first chooses uniformly at random one logarithmic partition A i and then within that partition uniformly at random one peer v. This peer v will become a long-range neighbor of u. Thus, for successful building of an overlay we only require each peer to have a snapshot of the current key distribution by acquiring the knowledge of the positions and sizes of the corresponding partitions A 1 , A 2 , ..A log a N -a list of peer keys 
Fig. 3. Sampling and long-range link creation in Oscar.
Peer P u samples the entire population with the help of random walkers and chooses a median peer from the sample set (part (a)). The chosen median will represent the boundary in the key space by halving the space into two equal population regions. The 2nd wave of random walkers is issued on the subpopulation for which P u belongs to, and the 2nd median peer is determined, representing a boundary of a new partition (part (b)). Recursively the boundaries of all O(log N ) partitions are found (part (c)). To select a long-range neighbor peer, P u first chooses u.a.r. one partition and u.a.r. a peer within that partition (part (d)).
can rewire only on demand when a network's performance starts to deteriorate. One of the indications that a network is not healthy is high in-degree Girdzijauskas et al. [2006] of some peers. This is an indication that a majority of the peers pointing to an overloaded peer have an outdated global view and wrong distribution estimation. Another indication for outdated knowledge is an increased average routing time. Therefore, the thresholds for the expected long-range link connectivity requests and the expected routing path lengths can be set for triggering the resampling and rewiring processes at every peer once these thresholds are exceeded. Such actions bring the connectivity of the network to the optimal state. Alternatively, if the network is required to be optimal at all times, a periodic resampling and rewiring strategy can be employed, which would always keep the network in a healthy condition. We show in our simulations that the Oscar sampling technique is not expensive and adapts the network well to the dynamic environments where peer-key distribution is not stable and changes continuously over time. Moreover, in our analysis (see online Appendix A) we prove that the error within the partitions can be relatively large without inflicting considerable damage on the search efficiency-a network can support quite high variation in the distribution without actively sampling the network.
Since Oscar is an instance of randomized small world networks-the number of long-range links in Oscar is not restricted and can be assigned individually according to the needs of a particular peer, as long as there exists at least one such link per peer. By allowing different in/out degree at each peer, Oscar can easily adapt to heterogeneous environments (workload of a peer or local available resources) still guaranteeing efficient global search as long as there is at least one long-range link maintained per peer. Our simulations show (Section 6) that Oscar performs in heterogeneous environments as good as in homogeneous.
As for the correctness of the system, we rely on the already devised selfstabilizing algorithms (e.g., Ghodsi [2006] while long-range links are peculiar to different approaches and serve as routingoptimization links. Thus, we will focus mainly on the algorithms for establishing long-range links.
Oscar Algorithms
Here we will formally describe the Oscar network construction and maintenance algorithms.
The Join Algorithm. In Oscar, as in many other P2P approaches, to join the network a peer u has to know at least one peer already present in the system and to contact it. The joining peer is assigned some identifier F P (u), which is usually based on the distribution of the global data in the peer-to-peer system (see the discussion in Section 4) and depends on load balancing algorithms which are orthogonal to our work, for example, in Ganesan et al. [2004] , Karger and Ruhl [2004] , Rao et al. [2003] , Godfrey et al. [2004] , and Giakkoupis and Hadzilacos [2005] . A naive approach for F P (u) acquisition could be the following: a newly joined peer contacts several randomly selected peers, requests the information on their load, and joins as a ring neighbor (acquires F P (u)) next to the most overloaded peer. In such a way, the newcomer relieves the overloaded peer by taking over part of the identifier space it had to manage.
Upon joining the network, u issues a query with its identifer F P (u) and it inserts itself into the unit ring between the responsible peer for peer u's key F P (u) peer and its successor. Every peer keeps an estimated state of the global view as a set of pointers to the peers that mark the boundaries of the logarithmic partitions (see Subsection 5.1). A peer u learns about the current key distribution in the network from its immediate neighbor u successor by copying its snapshot set of the global-view pointers. Afterwards peer u establishes l long-range links using the longRangeLink algorithm (Algorithm 3).
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• 2:13 Algorithm 1. Scalable sampling algorithm for learning the key distribution scalable Sampling(u).
1: ρ(u) = ; i = 0; 2: range = F P (u successor ); F P (u) ; 3: notEnoughPartitions = true; 4: while notEnoughPartitions do 5: i = i + 1; P sample = ; 6:
for j=1 to k do 7:
P sample = P sample ∪ randomBoundedWalk(u, range, TTL) 8: end for 9:
if m(i) = F P (u successor ) then 11: notEnoughPartitions = false; 12: end if 13:
end if 18: range = F P (u successor ); F P (m(i)) ;
19: end while
The ScalableSampling Algorithm. In case a peer u has an outdated snapshot of the key distribution it can acquire an up-to-date one by using Oscar's scalable sampling technique. It has to determine O(log 2 N ) logarithmic partitions (ranges) in the identifier space using the scalableSampling algorithm (Algorithm 1). To find the first partition the algorithm starts by issuing k random walkers within the defined range of the identifer space using the randomBoundedWalk algorithm (Algorithm 2). Initially the defined range spans the whole identifier space starting from the identifier of peer u's successor on the identifier ring up to the peer u's identifier itself (Algorithm 1, line 2). After the collection of the random samples in the set P sample the peer u finds the median value of all the peer identifiers of the set P sample (line 9). Having the median value the peer u can define the first, furthest, partition A 1 , which will span the identifier space from the found median value up to the peer u's identifer value (line 14). The range value for performing the next random walk within the subgraph P \ A 1 is reduced (line 18) and the algorithm continues by repeating the same steps (lines 4-19) to find the successive partitions A 2 , A 3 , . . . and so on. The algorithm stops finding the partitions when the median value is equal to the identifier of the u's successor F P (u successor ) (line 10). In such a way the algorithm acquires on expectation, log 2 N partitions.
The RandomBoundedWalk Algorithm. For successful usage of the scalableSampling algorithm it is necessary to be able to sample not only the whole population of peers P but also some subpopulation of peers B. Therefore, a specific random walk algorithm is needed. The algorithm will produce random walkers that would be able to walk only within a subpopulation of peers B ⊂ P 1: for i=1 to outdegree do 2: randPartition = F P (partitionsStart(u,rand)); F P (partitionsEnd(u,rand)) ;
3: [longRangeNeighbors(i)] = queryToRange(u,randPartition) 4: end for
restricted by a predefined scope variable range, such that p B ∈ B if and only if F P ( p B ) ∈ range. Such a randomBoundedWalk algorithm (Algorithm 2) is a modified random walker, where the message is forwarded not to any random link of the current message holder u, but to a randomly selected link p that satisfies the condition F P ( p) ∈ range (Algorithm 2, line 3). Such a link will always exist, assuming the underlying ring structure is in place.
The LongRangeLink Algorithm. To assign the long-range link, the longRangeLink algorithm is used (Algorithm 3), which chooses uniformly at random one of the partitions A i (line 2) and then assigns the random peer v from that partition using the queryToRange algorithm (line 3). The queryToRange algorithm is a greedy routing algorithm, which minimizes distance to the given range A i and terminates whenever the first peer v in that range is reached. Because of the randomized nature of the Oscar network, the probability of reaching peer v in range A i is the same as for all the other peers in that range, which is required by the Oscar's long-range link acquisition procedure. Thus, peer v represents a random peer from that range. Since the algorithm requires k samples per each logarithmic partition, the expected number of needed samples per peer in total is O(k log N ).
Note that the algorithm does not require knowledge or estimation of the total number of nodes in the network. The only place where in principle the estimation of N is needed is the TTL value of a random walk. As explained in Bharambe et al. [2004] the TTL should be set to a value of log 2 N . However, the simulations show that it is sufficient to set the TTL value equal to the number of previously determined partitions. Likewise, newly joined peers acquire the information on the partition size from their ring neighbors (bootstrapping peers can set their initial TTL values to some minimal number, e.g., 20, which ensures that they will be larger than log 2 N at the time of the network • 2:15 bootstrap). In such a way the Oscar algorithms are designed to be independent of the estimation of the network size N .
Since churn exists in P2P networks and the peers join and leave the system dynamically each peer has to rewire its long range links from time to time. This can be done either periodically or adaptively. We used adaptive techniques for performing the sampling algorithms if the key distribution in the network changed considerably, and as a result some peers got overloaded and the average routing cost increased. In practice the sampling is rarely performed since, as we will show in the next section, Oscar partitioning is robust to imprecise measurements and distribution fluctuations. In such a way the Oscar system can self-optimize under dynamically changing network conditions.
In online Appendix A we show that the Oscar overlay is robust to sampling errors and has logarithmic search performance given a logarithmic number of links per node.
SIMULATIONS
Here we show that the network built according to our proposed technique performs well and does not suffer the drawbacks of existing systems. Similarly as in Mercury [Bharambe et al. 2004 ], we created a discrete-event-based network simulator (in Java 1.6) where each application level hop is assigned a unit delay. Using the simulator, we simulate an Oscar network with bidirectional links starting from the network bootstrap of 2 nodes and simulating its growth until it reaches a peer population of 10000. Unless specified otherwise, we set the average node degree to 13 links per peer, Oscar sampling parameter k to 9, and use Gnutella filename trace (see Section 4) to model the key distribution in the network. We have performed the simulations under various settings, namely varying key and node degree distributions, and performed the simulations under churn, where the key distribution changes over time. In the following, we will describe the simulation settings in more detail.
Oscar's Performance with Low Sample Sizes
First we have investigated the optimal parameters for an Oscar overlay. As we show in online Appendix A the search performance of Oscar should be sufficiently efficient even with very inaccurate estimations of the medians-with very small sampling parameters k. Hence we measure the effect of the size of the sampling parameter k on Oscar's search performance. We have grown an Oscar network from scratch to 10000 peers with an average node degree of 7 and with different values of k. We compared the search performance (Figure 4(a) ) together with the distribution of the estimated number of partitions by each peer (Figure 4(b) ). The latter suggests how accurate the measurements are since the perfect estimation would result in exactly log N logarithmic partitions (for N = 10000, log N ≈ 13). From the experiments we can see that even with very low values of k, Oscar peers could estimate well the existing key distribution in the network (in terms of determining the logarithmic partitions), hence the search cost did not deteriorate much even with sampling values as low as k = 1. The average search costs given k = 1 and k = 100 differ by only 2.5 hops. This 
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• 2:17 is a clear indication of the robustness of the small-world networks built using the Oscar technique.
Oscar vs. Mercury
As suggested in Mercury [Bharambe et al. 2004] , we have set Mercury's parameters k 1 and k 2 to log 2 N for constructing a Mercury network. Each peer in our Mercury simulation constructed a distribution approximation from the sample set of k 1 · k 2 random walks. In this way we simulated the exchange of Mercury's distribution estimates in an epidemic manner where each peer issued k 1 random walks and each of the selected nodes reported back the k 2 most recent estimates. Thus, to sample the network, each Mercury peer had to issue log 2 2 N random walkers. We set the number of random walkers in Mercury to 169 per peer and Oscar's sampling parameter k to 9, which results in the average number of 108 samples per peer for networks of size 10000. With such a setting it is ensured that the sampling parameters in Oscar are not larger than in Mercury, which provides fair simulation conditions.
Each peer p in the network had values ρ( p) and ρ max ( p) as the preferred and maximal allowed degrees of a peer. During the network construction procedure each peer p was trying to establish ρ( p) bidirectional connections to other peers using long-range links. However, only peers that had less than ρ max ( p) degree acknowledged becoming peer p's neighbors. This allowed individual peers to autonomously determine their degree and thus the load incurred by them for network maintenance and query traffic. Since both Oscar and Mercury are randomized overlay networks we could employ the power-of-two choice technique [Mitzenmacher et al. 2001 ] to better load-balance the degree distribution among the peers. During the growth of the networks we were periodically rewiring long-range links of all the peers and measuring the performance of the current network.
Different Key Distributions.
Since our goal is to show that our proposed technique results in routing-efficient networks, and dealing with churn is an orthogonal issue, we have simulated a fault-free environment-a system where peers do not crash. We simulated three cases of key distribution: uniform, monotonous Zipf (with parameter α = 1) [Breslau et al. 1999; Zipf 1929] , and Gnutella filename (as in Figure 1 ). In each case a peer joining the network was assigned an identifier randomly drawn from the corresponding key distribution. We compare the simulation results also with a perfect case, Kleinbergian small-world network [Girdzijauskas et al. 2005; Manku et al. 2003 ] built based on perfect knowledge of the global key-distribution. The preferred degree ρ( p) was set to 7 links for every peer. To show the actual capacity of every system to construct routing-efficient overlay networks we did not limit the maximum degree value ρ max ( p) for any peer. We have measured the performance of the resulting networks; specifically, the average routing cost and the average node degree.
As expected, the simulations showed that Mercury performed well given uniform and monotonous skews, but poorly given a complex Gnutella distribution ( Figure 5(a) ). In contrast the Oscar network resulted in a much more efficient network for highly complex key distributions. Figures 5(b) and 6 indicate that the Oscar network had a much better distribution of node degree and lower message cost for the case of the Gnutella key distribution. In contrast, the Mercury overlay could not cope with the complex distribution of the keys and had significantly higher node degree imbalance, which in turn resulted in poorer lookup performance. As expected the results have shown that Oscar is robust for realistic skews in the key distribution.
Different Node Degree Distributions. Heterogenous Peers. We have also shown by simulation that the Oscar technique results in routing-efficient networks not only given homogeneous peers but also assuming node-degree heterogeneity. We performed simulations of Oscar given three different node degree distributions: realistic, linear, and constant. In the realistic node degree distribution case the maximum degree value ρ max of each peer was drawn from a predefined synthetic spiky distribution (Figure 7 ) to emulate the behavior of real P2P systems [Stutzbach et al. 2005] . To match the data from Stutzbach et al. [2005] , we chose 13 bidirectional links as the mean degree. In the linear node degree distribution case, for each peer the ρ max value was drawn uniformly at random from the range of 6 to 20. In the constant degree distribution case, for all peers, ρ max was set to 13. Note that for all the aforementioned cases the average node degree remained 13. The keys for the peers were drawn from the Gnutella filename distribution. After performing network construction, the results showed that Oscar performed almost identically for all the degree distribution cases (Figure 8(a) ). This shows that Oscar can easily adapt to various degree distributions without any loss in search performance. To measure how well the potential network connectivity is exploited we calculate for each peer p i , the ratio
between the actual peer degree and the available (maximal) peer degree. In Figure 8 (b) we can see that the node degree distribution ratio was very similar in all three cases and exploited around 98% of available degree volume (
) in the system of 10000 peers. We also observed in our experiments that in the Mercury network with the same setting and constant node degree distribution, only 61% of available degree volume was exploited and the Mercury network had an average search cost of 27.3 routing hops per query. The inability of Mercury to exploit the full capacity of the heterogeneous environment is due to the fact that many Mercury peers are forced to drop some of their links because of the node-degree overload (when Mercury protocol requires peer p to acquire more than ρ max ( p) links), caused by wrongly estimated peer key distribution. Since Mercury could acquire fewer links than Oscar, naturally the search cost in Mercury was higher compared to Oscar.
Oscar Under Churn. Since the data stored on the peers is not static but dynamic, it is expected that because of the storage load-balancing, the peer key distribution will be changing as well. To investigate the robustness of the Oscar network under churn we performed simulations of our system in a dynamic environment where the key distribution changes over time. We have modeled a volatile transition from a simple uniform key distribution to a Gnutella filename distribution. Our simulation starts with the Oscar overlay of 5000 peers with the uniform key distribution. We model a stable churn rate where in every time slot a peer joins or leaves the network with 50% probability. The simulation has two phases. In the first, in the arriving peers acquire a key drawn from a uniform distribution. After some time the second phase starts and the new peers start acquiring the keys drawn from the Gnutella filename distribution. We perform the measurements at every time step and measure the average lookup length in the network. Upon joining the network, a peer has two options for acquiring the global view of the distribution function: (1) by copying the estimated boundaries of the logarithmic partitions from a ring neighbor; (2) estimating by using sampling. In our simulations a peer chooses with the probability p option (1) and with the probability (1 − p) -option (2). We run our simulations with three different settings, where p = 0, p = 0.5, and p = 0.9. In Figure 9 the first dotted vertical line marks the starting time of the 2nd phase (the arriving peers start acquiring keys from the Gnutella filename distribution). As expected, the network adapts very quickly to the dynamic churn when p = 0, but even with p = 0.9 (the network is sampled only by 10% of the peers), the search cost is still relatively low. This shows that Oscar overlay can sustain efficient routing properties under volatile and dynamic network conditions, and changing load-skews.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have addressed the problem of dealing with skewed key distributions as encountered in data-oriented applications, in a realistic P2P environment characterized by churn and heterogeneity. We have shown that current approaches cannot cope successfully with such complex workload distributions. Furthermore most existing structured overlay designs do not deal with peer heterogeneity, and instead assume homogeneity and aim at achieving load-balancing. We take a more pragmatic look at the problem. In deployed (unstructured) overlays, it has been observed that contributions made by participating peers have large variations, and are decided autonomously by peers subject to their own physical constraints. The ability to use load-balancing schemes in the presence of peer heterogeneity and autonomy is an impractical ideal. What is pragmatic is instead to respect peers' autonomy to exploit whatever is available from each of these peers to fulfill the system's needs adequately and efficiently. External mechanisms based on incentives or punishments to achieve load-balancing in a manner where peers are individually deciding to contribute to the system equally is an orthogonal issue, and will work well in our settings. The system design is founded in fundamental understanding of the small-world networks, and applicability of the principles are validated with simulation experiments. In the actual implementation, our system is able to reuse a lot from fine-tuned implementations of ring-based overlay networks like Chord, particularly using existing self-stabilization algorithms for ring maintenance and content replication. The only required changes are the choice of the long range link based on the sampling mechanism to make these choices proposed here.
